ABSTRACT

This final paper is written to analyze a character who decides to change his destiny by doing defection to his country in a novel. Novel is one of work of arts in literature. This work of art has created many famous novelists and has developed into many kinds nowadays. One of the examples is contemporary novel with espionage genre. Associated with literature, there are literary approaches that are available to analyze this work of art. This study will describe the connection between literary approach and work art in literature and will prove that literary approach is available to nowadays novel such as contemporary novel. With Deconstruction as theory used, readers are encouraged to have double interpretation in paradoxical situation in reading text such as in novel. Firstly, the writer explains the opposing ideology in the novel between Communism and Capitalism. Next is Deconstruction theory and concept of causality of deconstruction in chapter two. Deconstruction is a method of investigation to find the real interpretation from binary opposition. Then, Concept of Causality is the cause that makes a character deflects his philosophical idea in this story. Those theories take integral part in this writing. Next are the evidences of the theory-used in chapter three. The evidences are related to American Values. There is freedom, material wealth or necessity and family that the character in the story could not find in his country.
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